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Friday, March 15, 1968

NEW MEXICO LOBO

U. Gymnasts Face Utah, BYU
Coach Rusty Mitchell's undefeated UJSTM gymnastics team
will close out its regular season
this weekend with dual meets
against Western Athletic Conference opponents Utah and Brigham Young University,
The Lobos will meet Utah at 4
p.m. today and BYU at 3 p.m.
Saturday. Both meets will be
held in the main at·ena at Johnson Gym.
NEW MEXICO upped its sea-

Don Panch0 s21o.l'~~~~~~L
!

son record to 9-0 last weekend
with victories over Colorado
State University and Denver University. The Lobos whipped CSU
184.10 to 178 and DU 186.75 to
180.60.
:!STew Mexico is a strong contender for the conference gymnastics title. The Lobos established themselves as the team to
beat when they pulled a surprising victory over five-time defend-

Finale

the JSTCAA meet and has not given up the possibility of having
several of his team members
finish high in the competition.

TOMORROW
AT MIDNIGHT

7i.e .4atu.t 7ttm4
'THICK PUCK~R'
'PLASTIC HAIRCUT'
'OH OEM WATERMELONS'
'OILY PELOSO,
THE PUMPH MAN'

"RT THI;;"TR£

S.E.

•
10

ing WAC champion Arizona
earlier in the. seoson,
MITCilELL thinks that his Lobos will make a good showing in

'

4

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 tim..,, $2.00. Ins~rtioiiJI
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publl<:a·
tlons )luilding, or t<JlcpbonQ 211-4002 or
277-4102.
HEL:P .WANTED
NATIONALLY know men's apparel and
furnishings corporation looking for fraternity and indevendent men to repJ;"e$ent and promote Quality men's wear at
reasonable prices. Write:
College ClllS!Iics, Inc,
1585 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 48201
PART TIME. Company Distributor wants
~tudenm who desire earning an ex.tra
$25 to $80 per week 1111 representatiVe,
Work 2-3 hrs. during day or eve. No
experience needed. For appt. call 8428657, 3/15

NnsoN

IN
COLOR

FOR MATURE ADULTS ONLY

HELP WANTED: Ideal job for male or
!<!!Dale <:allege student. 15 hrs. per week.
Simple typing & bookkeeping, Name
your own hours. Beginning Sept. 1$68
in fall seJDcster. Pay $1,25 per hour,
Must qualify for work-study. Secretary
Student Faculty Association. Appllca·
tiona in Activities Center. For addition•
a! information call 256·6327, evenings.
Deadline April 5.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AmWAYS
will be conducting Steward""" Interviews at UNM on 8/25/68. For further
information and interview appointments,
please eontact your Placement Office. An
Equal Opportunity Employer.
_
PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetey Antholo!IY.
Include atamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 548 Fl'eder!ck, San Fl'anciaco,
Califor~~ia.

94117.
WANTED: 6 student meJDbertl for Stu-

ALAN BATES
PIERRE BRASSEUR
JEAN-CLAUDE BRIALY
GENEVIEVE BUJOLD
ADOLFO CELl
FRANCOISE CHRISTOPHE
JULIEN GUIOMAR
MICHELINE PRESLE
MICHEL SERRAULT

SHOWN

AT
7:15 9:10

she was a victim

of her awn lust

• G

•

IMP.:

A»Qs"

EXCULSIVE NEW MEXICO ENGAGEMENT
SEE OUR SPECIAL LATE SHOW
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT AT 11:40

ACADEMY

AWARD
NOMINATIONS

dent Faculty Association. Pick up ap•
plication• In the Activities Center.
Deadline for applications; Fl'lday, April
5, For information call 255·6327 evenin&'fJ~

FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM fumlshed house, 2700 Coal
SE. $99. utilities paid. Call 256..()658.
FREE UTILITIESIII Youre when you
rent this efficiency apt. for only $50. a
month. Located on Girard SE. :Perfect
for couple of atudenbl. Interested 1 Call
265·4786 after 8:80,
UNIV. AREA roomy B·bdrm, redecorated.
Water paid. 298-4192. 8/15.
FOR SALE
KNEE-HOLE DESK: 48" wide, 17" deep,
30" high; 7 dwra; phon:v walnut flnlah.
$80. S<e at LOBO office, 168 Student
Publications Bldg. after 5 p.)D. Do not
call.
HOUSE FOR SALE: one block elemen·
tary, 5 minutes UNM, near ahopplng.
Redeeol'ated S bedroolnl!, den, flreplaoe,
patio. A..wnc 5%% loan or trade for
12' wide mobile borne. 1816 Bryn Ma.wr,
2G5-n44. S/18
LOSl'
$10. REWARD for return Of 6l<7 plctnrea
loet with Chern. 101 book. Two ot blond
boy, 1 of jumping hol'lle. No queetlons.
Call 277-2855.
BLACK PURSE lett In Lad!""' room -;;t

2:05

3:25

Biology Bldg. lot floor. Pl<~a~e retum
keys & ID to Marron Han Rm. 288. No
qu...,tlona asked, or call 877-1)5,9,
SERVICES
TYPING I For a 'super' pape~ited u
to grammar, apelllng, punctuatlon-k!t a
former NYC Ex<lCUtive Secretary help
you, El<J>ericnced typintr Professional
papt:'rll _presented national conference.
Phone: 242-0649. 8/18.

4:45
6:05 8:4.5
7:25 llt:05

BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTOR
BEST ACTRESS
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
BEST SCREENPLAY
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY

r~~W'H

ELeVINE

MIKE NICHOLS

~~ENCETURMA~,
'/

/

"'

Diredor: Grigory Kozintsev
Russian
Translation: Boris Pasternak

.1'/

''\

I

'

~GRADUATE

Musical
Score by: Dmitri Shostakovich

Hamlet

\.

'

,

Russian Language - English Subtitles

~

'

S.U.B. Theatre

50¢

Fri. 7 & 10

\\

"~

TECHNICOLOR' PANAVISION

KiNE 8A~~60Ft.:oUSTIN H.Qf{~AN ·_kAI~A~INE
.RO$S.
. OPEN 1:00

MATINEE
TODAY

r-or.ctol o
31¥, 7'8'9
6

SHOWS 1:40, 3:40,5:40,
7:40,9:40, 11:40

UYISQW
v,/l Vlo,'?l

0-0p '12
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Our Sevenfy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vol. 71
Monday, March 18, 1968

Union Boord Sees
Proposed Budget,
Desert Room Pion

No.81

A proposed 1968-69 budget for
the Union calling for the closing
of the Desert Room and Showing
a deficit of $13,000 after wage increases, was presented to Union
~oard members at a Friday meetmg.
No vote was taken on the proposed budget or the future of the
Desert Room as there will be further discussion on these two matters at later meetings.
THE PROPOSED budget lists
~evenues at $259,000 and operat.
mg expenses of approximately
~252,500. Other incomes were
hst;d as $11,500 paid by the Assomated Students for the union's
accounting service and $10 000
provided by the federal gov~rn
ment through the work-sutdy
program.
. Oth~r. expenses included $15,000
m act1v1ty program salaries and
approximately $26,000 in salary
and wage increases.
MAJOR CHANGES in Union
operation besides closing the Desert Room would include a switch
from china to plastic plates and
utensils, the addition of pinball . DlCI( G~EGORY, formerly a highly successful stand-up comedian
machines to Union facilities and IS now a widely kno~n full-time civil rights activist. He will speak
a P03sible expansion of food-ser- Thursday at. 8 p.m. m the UNM Concert Hall. Free student tickets
vice areas.
are now avail?ble at the Concert :f!all box office or the Union ticket
Under the new plan the snack boot~. _Ther~ IS no charge but a ticket is needed to get in. General
bar and cafeteria in the Union adn:1ss1on tick~ts, also at no cost, will be released Wednesday. Gregwould combine operations over ory s _speech 1s sponsored by the Associated Students Speakers
the summer months beginning in Comm1ttec.
1969.
Additional services could help
cut the proposed deficit and possibly eliminate it, U:nion Director
W. R. Bierbaum said. Suggestions
included opening facilities on the
east terrace and moving the bookstore out of the Union.
BOARD MEMBERS felt that
the bookstore could conceivably
be moved into a building built
solely for that use if such a move
Dr. John E. Kitchens Wlll be- her of the boat•d of directors of
could be made profitably.
come director of the UNM divi- the National University ExtenRob Burton, Union board mem· sion of extension, summer ses- sion Association.
her, suggested that Union rev- sion, and community college SepDr. Ried joined the UNM facenue could be increased if stu- tember 1, UNM President Tom
dent government's offices on the L. Popejoy announced recently. ulty in 1946 as a speech professor and assistant dean of the Colsecond floor were charged rent.
He will succeed Dr. Harold 0. lege
of Arts and Sciences. He was
Board member Steve van Dres- Ried who is stepping down from
appointed
director of extension
ser asked other members if a the administrative post after 14
swifcb to a more profitable ven- years to return to a full-time in 1954. l{e is a former president
ture could be installed in the teaching position in the speech of Phi Delta Kappa, honorary
professional society for men in
Desert Room immediately to help department.
the
field of education,
offset this year's operating 103s.
Dr. Kitchens was assistant diBIERBAUM REPLIED that rector of the UNM extension divisuch a move would be unwise at sion from 1954 to 1956 when he llllllllllllll/llfllllllliiiiiiii!JIIIIIllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllllllllllllllllllllllffillllllllllllllm
this time because it would upset joined the staff of Kansas State
the current clientele using the University, He has been director
Desert Room and any new pro- of the Kansas State division of
gram would take several non- continuing education since 1965
profit weeks to be put into opera- and, since 1966 has headed KSU's
tion.
General Louis Hershey, consummer school.
Bierbaum said he feels the Detroversial head of the Selective
A native of Van Horn, Tex., the
sert Room will remain open until
Service System, will speak by
46-year-old
educator earned his
at least June.
telephone at 12:15 p.m. TuesDIRECTOR Bierbaum showed bachelor's degree at New Mexico
day in the Union Ballroom.
board members figures of this Western University and his M.A.
His lecture, "You and the
year's operations of the Desert and Ph.D. degrees from UNM.
Draft," is sponsored by the
His duties at UNM will include
Room, the catering service, and
Western Collegiate Association.
the guest rooms in the Union. direction of extension programs,
Hershey has been under heavy
Only the guest rooms show a pro- corespondence studies, the nonfire since he sent a letter to
fit, of about 14 per cent. The De· credit evening classes, the sumdraft boards recommending the
sert Room and catering service mer sessions, and a variety of
drafting of anyone who tried to
lose 25 per cent and seven per conferences and institutes.
interfere with the draft.
cent respectively.
Dr. Kitchens is a fo1·mer mem- lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Community College

Kitchens, Named to Direct

Extension Summer School

Hershey to Talk
At Tele-Lecture

Students Organize for RFK

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

S.U.B. Theatre
Sat. 7 & 10

50¢

Sun. 5 & 8

'

A Students for Kennedy group
on campus will direct its energies
toward the April 24 mock presidential election and on "dt•umming up a dialogue on the Viet
Nam war and urban issues."
The group :~upporting Sen. Robert Kennedy for P1·esident will
meet Tuesday, March 26, in the
Union.
THE MOVEMENT is headed
by Associated Students President John Thorson, Bernalillo
Democratic County Chairman

William Byatt, Student Senator
Coleman Travelstead, Tom Horn,
and Curl Selinger of the UNM
Law School.
TilE GROUP has tentatively
scheduled a March 31 appearance on the UNM campus by
Kennedy. The New York senator
will be in Arizona that weekend
for a meeting with the Navajo Indians and may come directly from
there to Albuquetque.
Kennedy announced Saturday
that he would cltallenge President

Lyndon Johnson at\d Sen. Eugene
McCarthy for the Democratic
Pl'esidential nomination.
YESTERDAY Byatt met with
Bernalillo County residents supporting Kennedy and with organizel'S of the campus movement.
There is no strategy set yet for
the New Mexico movement :l'or
Kenii.Cdy.
Thorson said he thought the
Viet Nam war and urban' issues
might finally be discussed on cam( Continued on Page 2)

A proposal to allow students to
serve on 14 standing faculty and
administrative committee was unanimously approved March 5 by
the Committee on the University
and has been sent to the Faculty
Policy Committee and the Student
Affairs Committee for consideration.
Faculty
Policy
Committee
Chairman Hubert Alexander said
yesterday that be has not yet received the proposal. Student Affairs Committee will discuss the
plan at this week's meeting
Chairman Terry Calvani said yes~
terday.
·A campaign promise by Associated Students President John
Thorson, the proposal was draft.
ed after two months' study by an
ad-hoc student government committee.
FULL VOTING rights for an
ASUNM-appointed student member have been required for the
Athletic Council and the General
Honors Council and the following
committees: Curricula, Registration, Library, Campus Planning
United Fund, and Entrance and
Credits.
Other committees with student

members would include: Schola;_""
ship, Prizes, and Loans Committee; University Committee on
Human Subjects; Extension, Summer, and Community Services
Committee; Allocations ommittee of the Greater UJSTM Fund;
and the Gifts to Libraries Committee.
TilE ONLY faculty committees
not included in the recommendation are the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee, the Building Committee, and the Faculty
Policy Committee.
The Committee on the University, composed of student faculty, and administration rep~esenta
tives, also recommended study of
the possibility of placing students
on soem college and departmental··
committees.

IN A RECENT policy statement, ASUJSTM President Thorson
said "· .. we are convinced that
students belong on faculty and
administrative committees. This
is not to advocate the idea of
students' taking over the University. We merely want to be given
a. concrete a~d significant positiOn from which we may air our
views and exert our influence in
directing the thrust of our University."
"We feel that this kind of consideration of students is approp.
riate and necessary if this University haB any intention of realizing the ideal of a community
o:f scholars engaged in the cooperative pursuit: o:f learning/' Thor- C·'
A proposal :for a teacher-eval- son said.
uation progl·am is currently under
THORSON POINTED out that
consideration by the UNM Faculty Policy Committee, although decisions made by these commitan immediate decision is not tees often have a "drastic" effect
likely, committee chairman Prof. on students, and "students are in
Hubert Tlexander said yesterday, the best possible position to discern whether or not such decisions
The teacher-evaluation pro- are
beneficial or harmful!'
posal was drafted last fall by stu.
"Real
choice," he said, "indent government l'epresentatives
volves
a
much
broader concept of
and based on recommendations by
being
abel
to
help select the
the UNM Data Processing Cenchoices
as
well
as
to choose from
ter. The Committee on the University approved the plan in late them later on.''
February and added several recommendations for implementing
the study before sending it to the
committee.

Evaluation Pion
Action Js DeJoyed

"THE PROBLEM is the details.
We want to check with the Committee on the University to see
what they meant on some of the
points," Prof. Alexander said. He
said chances for action this week
by the Faculty Policy Committee
were "not very promising."
If approved by the committee,
the proposal will go up for approval by the entire faculty.
THE TEACHER evaluation
would be conducted by a committee of four students, appointed by
the Associated Students president,
and four faculty members, chosen
by the Faculty Policy Committee.
Costs would be shared by ASUNM and the administration.
Results of a survey of every
professor, student, and course in
each semestC1· would be published
in the form of a gl'aph of computerized answers to questions of
personal qualities, classroom procedures, and an overall evaluation.
IN ADDITION, a short state.
ntent would be published listing
the number of students responding, the percentage of students
recommending the course, and the
distribution of the ratings on a
percentage basis.
The Committee on the University has recommended that an experimental evaluation be conducted during midterms this
semester, A full evaluation of
spdng-semester courses would be
published this summer if the program is approved.

Impromptu love
Rules Local Pork ·~

By ALLEN BUCHANAN
There was a Love·ln yesterday
at Roosevelt Park. It wasn't sponsored by any group. No permission had. to be obtained or agree·
ments reached with any official
body. It just happened.
By noon there were isolated
bands of people hidden behind
trees and hills. Then the sun came
out. More cars began driving up.
At one-thirty the southeast end
of the park was covered with
groups playing tambourines, bells,
sticks, flutes, and clal'inets. Others
played soccer or tug-of-war,
The high point came when the
;Funk Art Co. backed up its
brightly painted truck and pre-,
sented a puppet show. Someone
handed out cookies and water.
"It's real groovy," a girl said with
her mouth full of apple. "This
should happen at least once a
month.''
Occasionally
a
ruotorcycle
policeman would arrive, look, and
then drive away. There was no
trouble. Few paid any attention
to him.
The regular Sunday-park crowd
stood back and watched. Some
were amused, others were startled. "It's like what you read about
in the newspaper," a woman said,
hanging on to her husband's arm,
(Continued on page 6)
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''Who's A Red?"

Dear Editor:
Some commentators, mostly
in Europe, are pained when the
newspapers and broadcasters announce "X number of Communists
were killed in Viet Nam today in
heavy fighting." How, these men
demand, do we know the dead are
Communists, or vegitarians for
that matter?
Theirs Not To Reason Why
The answer is, well, not easy.
For one thing Communists do not
normally bear discernable Marx.
By CLAYTON FRI'l'CHEY
For another, Communists look like
other people. And anyhow, it is
possible for the dead to be nonWA.S~IINGTON-The Battle of Khe Sanh is already the most famous m1btary engagement of the VietNam War even though it has not Communist and anti-U.S. antiyet taken place.
'
South VietNam government and
And while our generals privately debate whether the battle is neces- anti a lot of other things, So
sary,, or W:hether it ~ill ever be joined, many of the 5600 Marines hud- really nobody knows for sure that
d.le~ m th1s _pre.me_ditated ."trap" are already casualties from the pre- every dead Viet Cong is a dedillmma~y skirmishmg, while the rest are like doomed men awaiting cated Communist cadre, or that
every dead Vietnamese is an antiexecution.
"Being in Khe Sanh is like sitting in an electric chair waiting for American. We just presume.
someone to pull the switch,'' says Airman 2nd Class Allen Belcher of
The preseumption is strong that
Da~n, Ohio, one of ~h.e s~ldiers holed up in this outpost perched' on the bulk of the indiginous Viet
a !nllock near the Demilitarized Zone which separates North and South Cong is at least infected with
V1et Nam. Another Marine said to a London Sunday Times reporter
some tropical version of Commu''You tell them they're using us as bait."
' nism. Certainly they talk like it
when they are captured. To be
"'
* *
That is onl:,: partly so. The U.S. planners of Khe Sanh originally sure their understanding of the
had two _theories. C!ne was that the isolated Marines would Jure the dialect.ical process of history may
N?rth Vietnamese mto a foolhardy attack, which would be repelled be a b1t weak, but many ignorant
, ~ ~th enormous losses to the enemy, The other was that occupying people have died building ComKhe San_h was re.quired to block several natural avenues of entry from munism, as Lenin said.
North VIetNam mto South VietNam.
~ommunis~, if we know any. Now that the enemy has brought up a group of his strongest divi- thmg about It, may be said to be
siOns and has started to env~lop Khe Sanh, doubts are arising as to
whether t~e expected b~ttle IS essential either militarily or logistically. President Johnson s own uneasiness was underscored when h
?ema~~ed and g~t from the Joint Chiefs of Stafl' their reassurance:
m wr1tmg. If thmgs_ go wrong, the public has already been tipped
where to put the blame.
As the ~ays and weeks of suspense go by (with the North Vietnamese Poised bu~. not yet striking in force), it is becoming ever
Informatlon provided by UNM Calendar
~lear~r that our m1htary leaders have no reliable idea what the enemy Office.
MONDAY
Is gomg to do next. G~n. Wheeler, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, has
Baha'i; Union 231 D; 12 Nocn
come around to th~ belief that the North Vietnamese no longer intend
Committee; Union 2a1 A-D •
Nocn.
·
•
to attack the Marme base. After his inspection trip to Saigon he told 12Graduate
College o~ Nursing; Union 258; 1 p.m.
reporters that the enemy would have to pay "too dear-a price." On the
:E}'ee UUJv: Course of Paul Gocdman
same day! howeve~, General Westmoreland, the field commander said Un10n
231 C : 3 :30 p.m.
he was still expectmg the attack to occur.
'
Free. Univ:.l'hilosophicnl Papers of John

th

State of Affairs

EDITOR

an elitist movement. It's Leninist variant is particularly plain
when it seeks to become the "vanguard of the revolution.'' So, in
speaking about 20th century Communism it is really pretty dumb
to ask how many of its shield
bearers were also card-bearers.
The Party leads, the proletariat
follows.
A terrific book on the subject
has recently been published by
M.I.T. The author of "The VietCong: The Organization and
Techniques of the National Liberation Front of South Viet
Nam," Douglas Pike, has done the
massive research necessary to pin
the Communist label · on the
Enemy. His sources of information were 800 captured Party
documents, two thousand pieces
of printed propaganda and transcripts of clandestine radio stations, and nearly 100 interviews
with defectors. The conclusion
the Viet Cong is <;ontrolled by th~
North Vietnamese government
and has been since its inception.
In order to deny the validity of
his discoveries it would be necessary to prove that.· the South
Vietnamese government spent
years forging documents ascribed
to the V.C. That it made radio
broadcasts inflame its own people
and put 10 defectors up to joining the Communists for the express purpose of misleading Mr.

Douglas. The Presumption, in this
case, is invisible.
Why then do reasonably intelligent people spend vast amounts
of time and money to prove the
absurd? Well, it seems there are
people who believe they understand Communist activity better
than the Communists. I am not
just refering to the. present war,
the tradition extends all the way
back to the Bolshevik revolution.
Some people just will not believe.
in Communists, it is like believing
in the evil spirits who accosted
Martin Luther.
In a debate some years ago
with an advocate of the VietCong-is-not-a-red syndrome, I
brought a copy of John Gunther's
1'Inside Asia," 1940 edition. In it
the author had gone to all the
troub)f:j of explaining just how
Mao Tse-tung was an agarian reformer, how much he detested
Communism and so forth. The
arguments were exactly parallel
to my opponents. After the thing
was over he later told me that 1·
had pulled a dirty punch on him
by malting it look like he was a
supporter of Mao Tse-tung! Won't
these people ever learn. If one
tells them their argument is in
errror, based on such and such
historical evidence, they say you
a1·e calling them a Communist!
It is no wonder Joe McCarthy
went olf the deep end.
Tim Hunter

Calling U

*

*

.•.

In t~e last ~ew da~s the high brass at the front has compounded the
confu~wn b! ~nformmg the press that the enemy will launch a new
'""- offensive Wlthm the next six weeks, but it will be aimed at Hue the
gutte? Imperial City, rather than at Khe Sanh. Why Hue has not been
explamed.
The suspicion g;ows that the generals wish that they had never got
themselves committed to Khe Sanh, but having done so there is a
natural reluctance to pull back for fear of losing face. If Khe Sanh is
finally abando?ed, t}le U.S. public will undoubtedly be told it is no
longer strategically Important.
This has been the story before, especially after U.S. forces around
Dak To took extremely heavy casualties in fighting for hills which
were supposed to be vital, but which were abandoned after the engage.
ments were over. In later November, General Westmoreland hailed the
Dak 'Fo fighting as the "beginning of a great defeat for the enemy."
~tIs no :vonder tpat there is an urgent reappraisal of U.S. strategy
gom.g on m Washmgton. As recently as December, Westmoreland's
officml maps showed Khe Sanh as a securely "pacified" place A fe
weeks later most of _its population had been evacuated, and 'tens ;
thousands of North VIetNam troops began moving into the area.
No one pas summed up the situation at Khe Sanh better than Walter Cronkite when he returned from a recent tour of the war front
"Since Khe San~'s. u_sefulness as a roadblock and forward base ha~
been so vastly dJmimshed," he reports, "it can be assumed that it is
mos~ly ~ sym~l. But of what? Pride? Morale? Bravery? Or administrative mtrans1gence and military miscalculation? . . . I found very
few peoJ?le out there who really believe Khe Sanh could be held if the
North VIetnamese are determined to take it."

I

Atllltin ; Un!on 250 E; 3 :30 p.m.
Panhellcntc Council; Union Coucil Boom·
3:30 p.m.
•
AlPha Kappa Lambda; Union 260 D •
6:15 p.m.
•
. Studen~ Aids-General Motors CorJloratJon ; Umon 231 B-C; 6 :30 p.m ..
Town Club: Union Council Room ,• 6 ·ao
p.m.
•

Town Club Pledges; Union 250 C: 6 :30
p.m.
"21" Club Dinner; Union 139 E&W· 6•30
p.m.
, •
Alpha Kappa Lambda Alcthians · Union
250 B: 7:00 p.m.
'
Phi Gamma DeltA; Union N. Ballroom
7:00p.m.
Latin ..American Lecture Series: Prof
Murdo McLeod ; iiWriters & Revolution;
Bolivian Intellectuals 1934-1962 • Unio~
Theater ; 8 :00 p.m.
'
.Phi Gamma DeltA Pledges; Union 129;
8.00 p.m.
Student Lobby: Union 253 ; B:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
J;ree Unlv: Coune in Modern Satire:
Umon 231 C ; 9 :30 a.m.
Student..Faculty Luncheon: Union 189
E&W: 11 :30 a.m.
Baha'I : Union 231 D: 12 :00 Noon.
Free Univ: Death of God & Birth of
Man : Union 231 C; 3 :00 p.m.
. Senate Finance Committee: Union Councd Room : 3 :30 p.m.
Free Univ: Course in Personal Anarchy·
Union 231 D-:E; 4 :30 p.m.
•
Las CampanM; Union 231 A·B; 6 :00
p.m.
Chri;stian Science Organization ; Union
Conned Room ; 7 :00 p.m.
S.D.S. ;Union 231 D; 7 :30 p.m.
Al11ha Epsilon Pi : Union 231 C; B:00
p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Christian Science Organization • Union
231 A; D:30 a.m.
'
Bah!''i: Union 231 D: 12 :00 Noon.
Latm·Amerlcan Desk; Union 250 B·C •
12:30 p.m.
'
A.w.s.: Union 281 D·E; 8:30 p.m.
Mortar Board; Union 231 B • 6 •15 p m
A.W.S. Judicial Board: Union' 281 'c:
7:00 p.m.
'
Delta Sigma Pi Pledges; Union 231 A·
7:00 p.m.
•
N.S.A.: Union 258; 7 :00 p.m.
Ski Club: Union Theater; 7 :DO p.m.
Student Senate; Union Council Room •
7 :OD p.m.
•
APOWA Pledgeo; Union 250 E; 7:30
p.m.
S.D.S.: Panel Dlscusolon of Marxism •
Union 231 D·E; 7 :30 p.m.
'
Stodent Nurses .U.ociation: Union 250
C: 7:30 p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union 250 A·D; 8 :00
p.m.
Spurs; Union 250 D; 8 :00 p.m.
THURSDAY
4JbuquerQue Newcomen Clnb Luncheon ;
Umon N. Ballroom; 11:00 a.m.
B,iology Department- Conservationist. ;
Umon 250 C-E ; 11 :80 a.m.
Albuquerque Newcomers Club Bridge
Party: Union 250 A-B; 12:80 p.m.
Free Unlv: Death of God & Birth of
Man : Union 23_1 C; 3 :00 p.m.
Senate Steermg Committee; Union 250
E: 3:30p.m.
Free Univ: The Poet Speaks to the
American f'eople; Union 281 D; 4 :00 p.m.
F:rec Umv: Course In Personal Anarchy:
Umon 231 E ; 4 :30 p.m.
APqWA Executive Meeting; Union
Counc1l Room; 6 :30 p.m.
Latin.American Desk Film: ''Don Quix·
ote de Ia Mancha" (Spanish) ; Union The-

ater: 6 :30 p.m.

SIJP!1a. Xi : 1_fnlon 130 E&W; 6 :30 p.m.
ChrJstJnn SCience Organization • Union
250 E: 7:00 p.m.
'
I.F.P.C. ;Union 129; 7 :00 t>.m.
Alpha Phi Omoga; Union 231 E : 7 :30

p.m.
A.W.S. Executive Council: Union Council
Room ; 7:30 Jl.m.
· Dames Club; Union 250 A-n ; 7 :80 p.m.

l'hi BetA Lambda; Union 281 B..C; 7:80
p.m.
Young Democrats; Union 231 D; 7 :30
p.m.

RFK •••
(Continued from page 1)
pus with both M:cCarthy and Kennedy groups working actively, He
said he wished a pro-Johnson or·
ganization could also be formed to
provide a complete dialogue on
the issues.
HE SAID the campus group
for Kennedy would also urge students to go back to their home
precincts and work to get votes
for Kennedy at the Democratic
nominating convention,
The new organization predicted
that Kennedy would eventually
be the candidate challenging
Johnson. But they agreed with
~alph d'Arge, one of the organIZers of the UNM McCarthy
movement, that ultimately either
Kennedy or McCarthy would be
acceptable to challenge Johnson.
Both groups also agree that
there should be only one candidate, either Kennedy or McCarthy, running in the California primary. They say that the
primaries between now and then
will determine who that candidate will be.

I

La Dolce Vita
By Frank Jacome
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-------

i-5, students at Dre:x:el Institute of
~c~noflogy had just begun to unwm a ter a hard week of study
when the word started making the
rounds: all graduate draft deferments had been abolished.
At first, there was general
s~ock, ~hen hurried, often panicky
dJscus~wn. Later, the students beg,an discussing alternatives. "If
I m drafted, I just won't go," severa! of the most apolitical physics
grinds were heard to say.
ALTHOUGH th
haps a little more :Krp~~:d thC:~
most-since a large pro t'
were science students a~d ~~r Ion
ed that their fields would b pe~tferred-the reaction
f ~h eDrexel students was fairf
.ose
of student reactions on ~~bPI~~~
There was no one reaction The .
ranged from dJ'sbel' f t
.
Y
le o anger.
Sotme were simply relieved. "At
I eas we know where we stand
now," said Joel Hearshen, a
graduate student in education at
Wayne State University in Detrait. The decision was supposed
to have been handed down by Jan
1. Since then, the students had
been waiting.
The ruling left many students
uncertain. Mike Turner a senior
at Valparaiso University (Ind )
said he would ask his draft boa~d
if he could be drafted out of
school in mid-semester. If so, he
said he would work rather than
g 0 back to school. (Under present
regulations his draft board's an-

swerwillb~yes.)
OF COURSE,

there was the
ine'=itable search for ways to
avoid the draft. Some, like Sam
Benedict of Vanderbilt University
will join groups like VISTA and
the Peace Cor-ps and hope for deferment. At Harvard, applications
for VISTA and the Peace Corps
rose.
ROTC programs at many campuses reported an upsurge of
graduate students and seniors
coming in to sign up. Some units
were having trouble handling the
load.
American Friends Service Committees across the country said a
record number of men had come
in to ask about conscientious-objector status. And the Toronto
Anti-Draft Prog1•am said the
number of -persons asking about
going to Canada has been rising
steadily in the last two weeks. At
present, a spokesman said, the
program gets about 100 requests
a week for information and has

Decide now to step up to this reward·
ing career! Now is the time to visit
your local TWA Flight Hostess
representative!
You may enjoy:
• Complete schooling-with monthly
salary of $245.
• Salary after 6 weeks schooling
approximately $415 monthly.
• Flights within U.S.A. or to Europe,
• Training in major European ian·
guages-free.
• Travel pass privileges for parents
alter one year.
• Awide range of fringe benefits.
PRIMARY QUALIFICATIONS:
Minimum age 19~ Excellent health.
Unblemished complexion. Height 5'2"·
5'9" with proportionate weight by TWA
standard, Glasses permitted.
See your TWA Representative:

505 Marquotto NW

March 21, 910().12•00 a.m.
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RFK: Hey partner, let's make a deal: You give me ~t 1ift and I'll drive your boat 1

the I a~dmg to Its staff to handle
SO~E STU
.
DENTS have been
aJ!plymg to companies where they
T?Ight be able to get an occupatwnal deferment. College place~ent officers and ·placement offiCials fro~ such companies as
Hughes A1r~raft, B. F. Goodrich,
Standard Oil o.f California, and
Genera~ Electric report an upsurge In student interest. Although the na~ional lists of critical and essential skills, on which
~os~ 0~ these defer~ents were
~se • ave been abolished along
With the graduate deferments,
~ocal boards are still empowered
0 g~ant deferme!lts based on "assentml community need.'' Stude~t~ fapparently feel they can
g_e e e~ments under that proviswn, while others would prefer to
have th d ft . t
.
rather thanr~aJ~a:r~~~oo~ Job,
·
S,OM~ . STUDENTS declared
~~en· WIIImgness to go in. Others
Id not want to serve but admitted that deferments for graduate
students were unfair. "I wish
ht~ey'd have gotten me right after
Igh school," said Crawford
~Iakeman, a Woodrow Wilson felow from the University of Kentucky, "but I gness I'll go in.''
The most important decision
was on whether or not to serve.
fst Amherst College a poll showed
p~r cent of the student body
~efusmg to go, 36 per cent willmg to serve, four per cent would

Nam, the rest undecided of pi~nning ways of getting other deferments.

they can to ignore orders from
their superiors.''
SOME PAPERS, such as the
Yale Daily News and the Minnesota Daily, advocated major
changes in the present draft system. The Daily News recommended a volunteer army while Minnesota called for a lottery.
The Oregon Daily Emerald
summed up the situation: "Graduate students can no longer hide

THE UNIVERSITY of Chicago
Maroon reported many students
planning to resist the draft and
increased faculty support of resisters. "If I were of draft age I
would find it impossible to se;ve
in the Army in Viet Nam, 11 College Dean Wayne Booth told the
Maroon.
Editorial reaction among campus newspapers was entirely critical. But their criticism took many
forms. Some, such as the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the
Daily Texas, the Brigham Young
Daily Universe, and the Augsburg (Minn.) Echo objected to
the impact on higher education
and trained manpower. "Someone
goofed," said the Echo. "We hope
local draft boards will do what

Pa~re
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behind their student deferments.
Now they must step forward and
be counted as either supporters or •
resisters of the draft . . . 'rhey
must chose to fight the draft or
fight.''
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You are the only person who can answer
that question.
To do it, you should know as much as possible about
the 150 new plant units Du Pont has built since
the end of World War II. You'd then choose from one of
the many lively fields of interest at Du Pont:
design, construction, production, marketing, research
and process improvement (to name just a few).
Involvement starts the day you join. There is no
training period. You go into responsible work right away.
Your professional development is stilllulated by
real problems and by opportunities to continue your
academic studies under a tuition refund program.
You work in small groups where individual
contributions are quickly noted and appreciated.
The work is significant, and of benefit to society.
You're part of the most exciting technical environment
available today and tomorrow, and facilities and
associates are the best.
How could you fit in? Why not sign up for a chat with
a Du Pont interviewer and find out? The coupon will
also bring you more information about us.
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Finally, what is Project X?
~u
We don't know yet. Could be we're ~
waiting for you to tell us.
..•. ~ ....,... ,.

E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
Nemours Building 2500-2
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
Please send me the Du Pont Magazine along with
the other magazines I have checked below.
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.·Aicindor Leads Bruins to Sweep
Of NCAA Regionals; Lobos Lose
By WAYNE CIDDIO
If anyone came into University
Arena with visions of ~psetting
UCLA in the NCAA Far West Regionals, it soon became apparent that
it takes more than desire to beat the
Bruins.
UCLA got an early scare from a
bunch of determined New Mexico
State Aggies Friday night before outm~scling the Aggies and going on to
a 58-49 win. The Bruins came back
~turday night and coasted to an
87-66 victory over the Santa Clara
Broncos to capture the regional title.
IN BOTH instances, it was · the
ominous presence of 7 foot 11-2 Lew
Alcindor that eventually put the
Bruins out of reach. After Alcindor
did. the psychological damage, the
rest of the Bruin team ran the opposition off the floor with a devastating
full-court press and consistent outside scoring.
The Lobos were eliminated from
the tournament Friday night by
Santa Clara and were clearly not the
same team that posted a 23-3 overall
record and won the Western Athletic
Conference title.
New Mexico fell behind 13-3 with
14:15 left in the first half and were
never able to put together an effective
"8rive after that. Santa Clara shot an
unbelievable 72 per cent from the
floor in the first half while holding the
Lobos to 39 per cent.
TERRY SCHAAFSMA started in
place of Ron Sanford but only lasted
three minutes as Broncos Bud Ogden
and Terry O'Brien penetrated the
depleted Lobo defense repeatedly for
easy layups. Sanford was abviously
in pain and wasn't able to m~ster the
extra effort on the boards. He finished with eight points and three rebounds.
Santa Clara moved out to a 45-34
halftime spread, but nobody seemed
too worried beca~se of the Lobos' tendency to look like a different team
after intermission. B~t the rally never
came and the Broncos stretched their

lead to 56-36 with a little over five
minutes gone in the second half.
Sanford, who came out of the locker
room in the second half with the wrapping removed from his knee, picked
up his fifth foul with 8 min~tes remaining in the game and started ~P
the ramp for the Lobo dressing room.
He made it abo~t halfway before
staggering against the wall. He was
helped to the locker room by team
trainers.
WITH SANFORD gone, the Lobos
were left without a big man and the
Broncos took advantage of the gap in
the middle of New Mexico's defense.
New Mexico came to life in the last
six min~tes of the game when Ron
Becker closed the gap to 71-61 with a
15-foot jump shot. Dave Culver added
a free throw at 5:03 and Lobo fans
momentarily had something to cheer
about.
Nelson, who finished with 20 points,
fouled out at 4:48 and the Lobos'
spark want out the window. Santa
Clara stalled for the good shot after
this point, and when Becker picked up
his fifth foul with Jess than a minute
left, the Broncos held an 84-71lead.
The Lobos played out the clock with
a crew of reserves as Santa Clara
moved to its final 86-73 margin of
victory. It was only the second time in
two years that the Lobos had lost a
game at University Arena.
IN THE consolation bracket, the
Lobos and the Aggies had it out for
the third time this season and the
Aggies finally came out on top, 62-58.
New Mexico, playing more like the
inspired team they were all season,
stayed with the Aggies throughout
the game but could not get a balanced

effort. The Lobos led 30-29 at halftime behind Nelson's 16 points and
Sanford's 12. Becker and Howie
Grimes, each with one point, were the
only other Lobos to score in the first
half.
The Lobos fell one point behind,
51-50, with 5:53 left in the game on a
basket by Hardy Murphy and were
never able to regain the lead. New
Mexico State stretched it 57-52 before the Lobos rallied and closed it
down to 58-56 with 35 second left.
JIM COLLINS hit four straight free
throws in the closing seconds to clinch
the win. Becker drove the length of
the court for a layup at the buzzer
to end the game.
Nelson finished with 26 points and
Sanford had 23. The Aggies had four
men in the double figures, Jim Collins 17, Paul Landis 12, John Burgess
11, and Bob Evans 10.
In the tournament championship
game, all but one Bruin got into the
scoring column. Alcindor led all
scorers with 22 points and 18 rebounds. Lucius Allen had 21, Mike
Warren 15, and Mike Lynn 10. Santa
Clara trailed 51-34 at halftime and
at one point in the second half fell
behind by as much as 30 points.
SANTA CLARA tried to run with
the fast-breaking Bruins, but every
time the Broncos' 6 foot 9 Dennis
Awtrey found himself alone under the
basket with Alcindor, he slowed down
and would not try to shoot over the
giant Bruin.
UCLA will advance to the national
playoffs in Los Angeles next weekend
where they hope to get another crack
at the Houston, the nation's number
one team.
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Lobo Nelson Joins
Tournament Team
Lobo guard Ron Nelson joined
three members of the UCLA Bruin
basketball team on the NCAA Far
West Regional all-tournament team
selected by the members of the working press Saturday night.
Other members of the all-tournament team were Lew Alcindor, L~cius
Allen, and Mike Warren of UCLA,
and Bud Ogden from the second place
Santa Clara Broncos. Alcindor was
named the tournament's most valuable player.
Nelson scored 46 points as the
Lobos dropped games to Santa Clara
and New Mexico State Friday and
Saturday. Santa Clara's Ogden was
the Broncos' leading scorer in Friday's win over New Mexico with 22
points and finished with 13 against
the Bruins.
Alcindor scored 50, points and had
41 rebounds in the two day tournament. Alcindor set a University Arena
rebounding record Friday when he
cleared 23 against the Aggies.
The Aggies, who lost a first round
game to UCLA, failed to place anyone on the all-to~rnament squad.

9-2 Lobo Baseball Tearn
To Battle Denver Today
The Lobo baseball team, sporting a
9-2 record after two wins in weekend
play, will take on Denver University
at 3 p.m. today on Lobo Field south
of University Arena.
Pitcher Ralph Salles pitched 7 2/3
innings of no-hit ball in the Lobos'
winning effort in the firl'!t game of
a doubleheader against Southern Illinois University Saturday. Sallee, a
senior right-hander, retired the first
18 men he faced and struck out 11 in
eight innings before being replaced by
a pinch-hitter.
THE LOBOS scored their r~ns on
hits, including two each from Jim
Johnson, Mike McLaughlin, Jim Palmer, and Steve Barnhill.
Southern Illinois banged out 11 hits
against three Lobo pitchers in the
second game and won 10-4. The game
was called after six innings because
of darkness.
The Lobos defeated Colorado State
College 5-1 on Friday and 8-3 on

Thursday. In Friday's game second
baseman Jim Palmer drove in four
runs, including three on a home run,
as freshman lefty Chuey Armendariz
a1lowed two hits over five innings for
his second win.
COACH BOB Leigh's Lobos downed
the men from Greeley 5-1 on Thursday
as pitcher Bob McAulay hung on
through several tight innings to win
his first game of the season. The
Bears had eight hits and received
three free trips to first base, but left
13 on base to Jose their season opener. McAulay struck otu 11.
New Mexico scored twice in the
fifth to break a 1-1 tie when Travis
;Hair singled and Dickie Baldizan
triped to left. Jim Palmer bunted Baldizan home. The Lobos scored again
in the fifth on a walk to Baldizan, a
passed ball, and a throwing error by
the CS catcher. A double by Greg
With and a Bear error brought home
another Lobo run in the sixth.
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U. Defending WAC Champs
Defeated by ASU Trackmen
Defending Western Athletic Conference champion New Mexico finished second to Arizona State University
in the Lobos' first outdoor track meet
of the season Saturday at Tempe.
The Sun Devils compiled 86 points,
New Mexico had 67, and Arizona University was third with 28.
New Mexico's Eller was the bright
spot for the Lobos recording a career
best 4:06 in the mile run. UNM's Bob
Nammiga also had a career best in
that event finishing fourth with a

4:13.2.
WAC champion Jerry Bright edged
out Lobo Rene Matison in the 100 and
220 yard dashes. Bright beat Matison
in a photo finish in the 100 yd dash
with a 9.6 and won the 220 in 21.2.
Art Baxter picked up a doublt victory in the long jump and the triple
jump. Baxter won the long jump with
a leap of 22'4%" and the triple jump
with a 47'1=)i".
UNM's Ake Nillson won the javelin
event with a toss of 232'7".

NCAA Basketball
In Pictures
By Bob Pawley
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RFK Followers .May Surpass McCarthy Groups
By Nooley Reinheardt
The just-organized Students
for Kennedy group on campus
may soon overshadow a similar
organization supporting Sen. Eugene McCarthy's bid for the
Democratic presidential nomination.
The McCarthy supporters say
the initial negative reaction to
New York Sen. Robert Kennedy's
IIIIIIIIIIIUIIWIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIJIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIInllllllllllllllllllll
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challenging the Minnesotan is
already "blowing over" and will
have little impact on campus.
BOTH GROUPS agree that
either of the candidates would be
accaptable as an opponent to
President Lyndon Johnson. But
the Kennedy group is confident
that RFK will be the eventual
challenger.
· On the other hand, the Me-

In California Race

U. McCarthy Man
Sees Combination
With RFK Forces
Ralph d'Arge, one of the organizers of the UNM Students for
McCarthy, said Sunday that ultimately either Sen. Eugene McCarthy or Sen. Bobby Kennedy
would be acceptable as the Demodratic challenger to P,resident
!.yndon Johnson.
D'Arge, an economics professor,
said the UNM McCarthy group
was continuing to support the
Minnesota .senator. He added,
"Our strategy is to have the McCarthy and Kennedy supporters
work together so there can be a
coalition before the California
primary."
He said that some of the McCarthy supporters were unhappy
about Kennedy's entering the race
but that most of the early resentment "is already blowing over.''
The UNM Students for McCarthy met informally in the
Union Sunday afternoon to outline campus and state-wide tactics
aimed at getting convention votes
for McCarthy.
D'Arge said he thought it
made little difference whether
New Mexico sent delegates supporting McCarthy or Kennedy to
the Democratic nominating convention in Chicago, He also said
that it was obvious that Kennedy
and McCarthy supporters had to
decide on one candidate before
the national convention.
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earthy organization is already received 15 per cent of the stutalking in terms of a coalition be- dent vote. And, disheartening as
fore the California primary. The it may be, President Johnson was
Kennedy supporters agree there next tied with Dick Nixon, with
must be such a merger but feel 11 per cent.
assured that it wHI be McCarthy
BUT SINCE the survey was
that withdraws in favor of Ken- designed last summer and disnedy,
tributed last fall, the attitude of
One of the organizers of the many college
students
has
RFK movement says that Ken- changed significantly. And it is
nedy has much more support in hard to find students who have
California than McCarthy. The switched to supporting Johnson.
tremendous cost of staging an efOne refreshing thing about
fective primary campaign in Cali- Kennedy is that he did not start
fornia is another reason they say his campaign on a negative note.
McCarthy is not a realistic candi- Many students have been disdate.
appointed that McCarthy gave
BOTH GROUPS are looking to the impression of just being antithe April 24 mock student elec- Viet Nam and anti-Johnson.
tion as an indication of the camSupporters of Rll'K feel that he
pus feeling about the two candi- has some positive ideas to offer
dates. But John Thorson of the along with his anti-Johnson, antiKennedy organi11ation says he VietNam sentiments. One UNM
thinks RFK will have much more student summed up this feeling
student backing than McCarthy when he said, "OK, we elect Mcby election time.
•
Carthy, but what happens after
The Kennedy and McCarthy that. Who do we have for a presibackers both hope the two groups dent, what is he going to do?"
on campus will stimulate a much
ICENNEDY also impressed
needed student dialogue on the
war in VietNam and on urban issues. Both would also welcome a
group supporting President Johnson to broaden the discussions of
the problems.
The tentatively scheduled appearance of Kennedy here March
31 should also boost his popularity
among UNM students. There has
been no mention of McCarthy
Twenty-one college and universpeaking on campus.
5ity administrators from a dozen
THORSON expects a substan- Latin American countries will be
tial number of students who first at UNM for a week in April as
attended the McCarthy rally last part of the 9th Seminar on Highweek to switch to the Kennedy er Education in the Americas,
This is the third year that UNM
camp. He says that many were
supporting McCarthy "because has participated in the program
he was the only alternative to together with the University of
Kansas and the U.S. State DePresident Johnson."
A just-released Newsweek poll partment.
of over 8000 college students on
DR. CHESTER C. Travelstead,
several hundred college campuses dean of the UNM College of
shows that nation-wide RFK was Education, is the director of the
the most attractive candidate to UNM section of teh seminar.
college students,
The purpose of the program is
The survey was circulated to explain North American unishort after the beginning of the versity operations to administra1967-68 school year, before Mc- tosr in highel' education from
Carthy was in the race. Kennedy South and Central America.
The seminar is a progressive
one, opening in San Jose, Costa
Rica, moving to UNM, thence to
the University of Kansas, and
winding up in Washington, D.C.
(Continued from page 1)
THE PROGRAM opens April 3
"I never thought it would happen in San Jose. Dr. Frank Angel,
here."
asSistant dean of the College of
One small girl climbed up a hill Education at UNM, will take part
to the puppet show and whis- in that session.
pered: "Uh Oh , .. Hippies.'' Her
Participants will leave Costa
mother grabbed her hand and they Rica April 16 and arrive in Alwent back down the hiU, looking buquerque April 18 where they
over their shoulders as though will remain until the 26th. They
fearing a hail of stones. No one will be on the university of Kanfollowed them. No one threw sas campus from April 27 to May
stones.
4, and in Washington May 12-15.
When asked if there will be
Seminar sessions at UNM will
any more Love-Ins at Roosevelt be built around evaluation proPark, a girl answered "Sure. I cesses employed by North Amerithink it's a lot of :fun. All people can universities. The Latin Amerihave to do is come.''
cans will have a chance to apply
The hordes of mini-skirted high what they learned here when they
school girls that invaded the Zim- go to Kansas. Under the aegis of
merman field Love-In were noted the Northwestern Association of
for their non-presence. Instead Colleges and Universities, they
there was an older element: fam- will conduct an evaluation of the
ilies and a sampling of the "au- University of Kansas.
thentic" hippies from Placitas.
Approximately 25 UNM adDress ranged from the outland- ministrators and faculty will take
ish to the eonservative, but unlike part in the seminar. UNM Rethe Zimmerman afl'air, it didn't gents president Arturo Ortega
matter that much. If someone will address one of the sessions.
wanted to come in a coat and tie, President Tom L. Popejoy and
it was all right. Many were.
President-elect Ferrel
Heady
The crowds ranged from about also will speak at seminar ses200 to 500 people at times. They sions.

Foreign Seminar
Set For April18

Love-In •••

were
made
largely
UNM
students
thatuphad
heardofabout
it
that day or happened to be driving by. When dusk came nearly
everyone packed up their food and
instruments and went home.
Others stayed on to watch the
sunset.

New Mexico's Largest

LANG ELL'S

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

1' · 11
a1
many as the only P0 ltJca Y r~h!stic bn~i~~ ~~s ~h~f~~g:ras;
meum en
.
on the p~rt~ machme.
For, bke Jt or not, the man who
beats President J ohns?n J!:nd t~en
wins the general election 11:1 gomg
to have to be a master politician.
There is no doubt that Kennedy
delaying to enter the race v.:as a
political move. But t~e. .purtt~ns
who would seriously critiCize RFK
;for this, better prepare themselves for a lot more shocks. before
the campaign is over.
. Kennedy, along with his positive attitude, has money and the
image of his well respected brother John Kennedy, to help him
al~ng the long road to the presidency.
College students have been vital

·

to McCarthy and also will be to
K nedy And Kennedy will at.
tr:~t m~1·e t~an enough college
students to h1~ camp to take the
campaign to the younger voters
in the nation.

Quartet to Give
Concert March 23
Czechoslovakia's most famous
string quartet, the Prague Quartet, will appear in a concert at
8:15 p.m. Saturday (March 23)
at the UNM Concert Hall.
Tickets are now available at
the Concert Hall box office. General admission is ~2.50, student
tickets are ~1, or by subscription to the Ars Musica Chamber
Series,

U. Student Project

Albuquerque Tutoring Council Needs
More Teaching Aids; Donations Asked
Although a large amount of
learning materials was collected
during the recent Albuquerque
Tutoring Council drives more
teaching aids are needed.
UNM students who are volunteer tutors say they especially
need donations of children's books,
from kindergarten through ninthgrade level, for practice in reading. More than 400 UNM students
are tutoring children in all subjects in seven local elementary •
and junior high schools.
Also needed are pencils, scissors, puzzles, glue, counting
games (jllcks, marbles, bingo,
dominoes), cards, old school workbooks, and Weekly Readers-any-

thing that could help a child
learn.
Donations may be made to the
Tutoring Council office in the
Union, or they will be picked up
by calling 277-4016.

TEACHER CANDIDATES!
Minimum salary $6500. Openings: K-6, Ment. Ret., Ed. Hand.,
Reading Spec. - So. Calif. by
Disneyland & Pacific - Young,
dynamic, growing

Cypress Schoof District
on campus Tuesday, March 26.

Campus Chest
There will be a meeting of Campus Chest Tuesday at 7 p.m. All
people who turned in applications,
and repres\lntatives of all interested organizations are invited to
attend. Chairmen and committees
for various projects will be
chosen.
Sh,dents Ill
Downtown for Cl lhow
or shoppmg? Eat at

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving

the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

OPEN 24 HOURS
105 Central N.W.

Fidelity Union Life

247-8626

-
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LETTER.S .TO THE LOBO
Hypocrisy

t~inkers on the budget, it is obDear Editor:
VIous that there is no broad base
Our society seems determined to for the anti-budget movement.
maintain the double standard of Therefore we hope that in the
future, The Lobo will only give
morality, In this particular in- coverage to this very weak drive
stance I am referring to the "ob- commensurate with it's wea!rness.
scenity" case of a book sold in
I would ~lso like to point out
the Yale Stl'eet Grasshopper.
that the budget is in no concrete
Now, when the public eye is form at present and therefore
focused, all the noble, righteous cannot legitimately be argued.
figur~s of society rise up in wrath. There have been several meetings
The Judges and police, guardians . in Finance Committee with the
of morals and behaviors, stealth. President to determine what difully put aside their copies of rection the budget will take this
"Playboy" (which contains on ac- year. There will be more emcasion all.the words and scenes in :pbasis on academics and scholarquestion) and the drugstore ship through the Associated Stunovels, take their lecherous eyes dents.
off young matrons and co-eds and
I only hope that the people who
assume a sanctimonious air.
claim to be as concerned abortt the
Black robes and somber faces budget as we are will keep an open
are the rule of the day (only the mind until they see the final form
day, this day). They play out around the middle of April.
their god-role on earth as they
Coleman Travelstead
wallow in hypocrisy that would
sadden Christ himself. They lay
down the law as to what is conLibrary Non-Quietness
sidered obscene for 300,000 people. Oh thank you, sir, for telling Dear Editor:
If there was ever a legitimate
me what is good for me and what
may degenerate me.
gripe or constructive protest to
So the owner of the best book- be made here on campus it would
st?re in Albuquel'que is punished be in a reference to the study sitWith a ~100 fine, which is con- uation in Zimmerman library.
One would think that a collegesld:rable f?r anyone. But, of deep.
individual who demands his
!lge
et• 1mport xs the message: we are
very hip to your hypocritical and student "rights" of everything
sick ways. We don't really hold it from self-expression to free listagainst you, because you have ening (and rightly so) would also
been shaped by feat·, hypocrisy demand to have a library in which
and sickness, Your ways have he could study.
Not only do students here (exturned the U.S.A. into a tragic
cluding
many, myself among the
mess (not to mention good portions of the world) and it is too excluded) not demand the right
to have a quiet place to study but
late for you to change.
appear to support anything in opBut soon, the sooner the better, position to such a possibility.
You must step aside. Travel to
. ~he new part of the library
Miami and Las Vegas in golden whxch could be conducive to study
retirement. Hopefully we have (as lllany of us know, we haven't
learned well by your mistakes. always had lighting and carpeting
We too will err, but hopefully we and things!) is more like a social
sb!'-11 learn to live with leas hypo- hour at Okie's. The center tables
crJsy. Tell it like it is. The old are usually graced with the preswise men would agree, don't you ence of some first-year dropout
think?
chatterboxes. The corner booths
Bill Coleman are notorious for those "last of
the big spenders" who use the library for a week night date. The
Misleading Article
lounge lobbies often sound like
Dear Editor:
the G.O.P. National Convention
of
1968.
The article in Friday's papet•
If you think this is an exagthat pertained to the anti-budget
group was very misleadling, It geration, try studying in the li- .
should be emphasized that of the brary sometime! After one entire
:fourteen people in attendance, semester of using the library for
only three of these were against study purposes daily, and at varithe budget. There were nine mem- ous times of each day and night,
bers of the Associated Students and never succeeding in finding
who were in favor of the budget
and who came only to see what
CAMPUS LAUNDRY
form the opposition would take
and CLEANING
and to answer any questions.
Coin·op Dry-Cleaning
(The othet· person present was the
and laundry
Lobo reporter).
Open 8 AM·B PM
By the lack of any support for
Counselor Always on Duty
the group of perennial negative
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

Billia~ds

I understand that the "expressed" reason for getting rid of
The Juggler was that very few
people would buy it. Even if this
were the only reason it is good
enough for those of us who were
forced to support such garbage.
Personally I think it is hilarious
that it is the very same "experts"
who stood up and defended The
Juggler as a responsible aDii artistic work who have had to ttU
the kiddies of The Juggler sta«
to hit the road because what they
print is so bad no one will buy it.

When the issue of The Juggler
first started I was told by many
of our more liberal students, including Associated Students President John Thorson, that I would
not be able to do anything about
The Juggler because I was in a
minority. In my case this may
have been true but what was it I
once heard about Someone moving in strange ways? I would like
to thank the editor and staff of
The Juggler for being the best
helpers we had.
Michael O'Donnell

TODAY ... I·N. THE BELLAS HESS

CAMPUS SPOTLIGHT
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AMBUSH SPRAY
\

COLOGNE 1.35

\

1 WEEK ONLY 2-oz. dispenser
with student ID card
~
Cosmetics Department

O'Donnell Is Pleased
Dear Editor:
I, and I imagine many other
UNM students, would centainly
like to thank whoever it was
who whispered in the ears of the
UNM Student Publications Board
concerning The Juggler. The action "taken" by the board in
scrapping The Juggler certainly
renews the faith of many in some
of the administrators at UNM or
elsewhere.

.

. ..

BELLASHESS
DEPARTMENT STORE

J
h
the travel t C • • •
· · .withl~t:f Scratch.
How to cure

Low Cost Charter Tours to Europe
Now Available to College Students

COAT and

$6.50

fiRST and GOLD

241·4347

.,~~co~§:~~~~~;:c;c;;;;c;:;~;;;c;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;~:;;;;;;;;;;:c;;;
l
When the Campus is dead,
And there just ain't life,
Come feast at Bob'sIn the Coffee shop or under the lights ...

16 Tables

FAST~FAST-FAST

Special Student Prices
LEAGUES FORMING
Girls - Harf Price
10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.

an are~ free of gum-crackers,
note-passers or whi:>perers, I have
found another haven-oft' campus.
.
Howevel', I realize that not ·every
student here is that fortunate (to
have another retreat) so I feel
there is a legitimate complaint to
be made about our noisy library.
The only way to succeed in an
endeavor fOl' a good study area is:
1) that everyone be considerate of
everyone else .therein, and ll),
since number one doesn't seem
possible, for each person who is
an earnest student to take action
himself, That action means to ask
a person to go across the street
if he or she wants to discuss his
or her really big weekend. If this
c;Ioesn't work, the librarian has the
autho:r:ity to get rid of that person(s).
It's a pretty bad situation when
he who wants to study in the library has to spend. most of his
time telling other students what
they should already know-to
"please be quiet."
Perhaps we should pay out
more student funds and hire a
police force to walk around the
library and throw out the talented
conversationalists1 Or have another march-"Free ice cream if
you can be quiet for 30 minutes!"
Or maybe we could just shut down
the whole library1 After all, it
would seem no great loss to many
of those who frequent it anyhow.
Sharon Mihnovets

TROUSE~

.

U-Cue

Pa~re7

30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30
SE

255-5381
In the Triangle lounge Restaurant~ Central at Girard NE

This summer, for the first time, you as a
college student can take advantage of lowcost group charter rates. Your travel agent
can sign you up as an individual (or your
college group) for one of the new "Inclusive Tour Charters" offered by S. T. 0. P.
Tours. You'll get jet transportation, hotel
accommodations, guided tours and more!
Float down Munich's Isar River with a
Dixieland Band • "Ramble" through historic sections of Paris and Rome • Hydro·
foil the English Channel • Try a traditional
"pub crawl" in swinging London • Visit
the Sistine Chapel • Swim in Nice • Sail in
Amsterdam • See the bullfights in Madrid.
You'll Jly on the big new Boeing 707

intercontinental fan jets of World Airways,
the world's largest charter airline. Gourmet
dining en route, beverages, snacks. But you
better hurry-sign up now while space is
still available.
For full details see your travel agent or
contact S.T.O.P. Tours, 2119H Addison
St., Berkeley 94704.

:·········· ···················~··············· . ·····.
; I 3.m interested ih Cull details on inclusive cour charccrs. :

• Plea<~ send me dosori~tive booklet, TOUR CHARTERS :

.
:

.

: 1968.

:

My Name
.:; My
Addrcs•

.

;

: My Travel Agent's Name and Address'-----

.
•

~

••

f

Ofi'I'OtO " ' 0 I ltooOOOf flloi1000-j Oj000000t•t

S.T.O.P. TOURS
STUDENT TRAVEL OVERSEAS PROGRAMS

0~000

00.:
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Chocron
"Asia and the Far East" by
Venezuelan playwright Isaac Chocron will make its North American debut as the next offering of
Rodey Theater at UNM.
The play-about the "sale of a
country" and a group of young
people who face the troubles of
their own time and lives-will
open at UNM March 22.
CHOCRON has been established
as "one of the most controversial
young dramatists of the times",
South American critics said. His
play deals with a group of young
people and uses their moral conflicts to force the audience into
an objective point of view to judge
both events and ideas,
The play concerns the sale of

11-0 U. Gymnasts
Favored for Title
Lobo gymnasts closed out a perfect 11-0 season last weekend with
victories over confe1·ence foes
Utah University and Brigham
Young.
The gymnasts defeated Utah
186.35 to 179.25 Friday and beat
BYU 187.05 to 174.30 Saturday.
AGAINST UTAH, the Lobos
swept all seven of the competitive
events as Bob Manna captured
two first places. Manna won the
parallel bars with a 9.2 and the
high bar with a 9.35.
Freshman Stormy Eaton won
the floor exercise with a 9.2, Tom
Galioto won the side horse with
a 9.30, Dave Carriere won the
still rings with a sparkling 9.45,
Bob Smith scored an upset win
on the trampoline, Rick McConnell won the long horse with a
9.3, and Jim Hruban tied for allaround honors with 52.35 total
points.
Smith's victory in the trampoline came over defending Western Athletic champion Pete
Brandt. Brandt finished third
with an 8.3.
IN THEIR season finale against
BYU, the Lobos won six events.
The Cougars only first place was
in the side horse where BYU's
Dennis Ramsey turned in a 9.3
performance to defeat Blaise
Blasko who recorded a 9.05.
Stormy Eaton won the floor
exercise with a 9.3, Carriere had
a 9.4 in the still rings, Smith 8.85
in trampoline, McConnell 9.35 in
long horse, Smith 9.2 in parallel
bars, and Manna an outstanding
9.5 in high bar. Hruban had 51.80
in all-around.
The weekend victories marked
the first time a UNM gymnastics
team has ever had an undefeated
season. Coach Rusty Mitchell's
squad journeys to Tucson next
weekend to compete in the WAC
championship meet.
The Lobos are heavy favorites
to win the title for the first time
in conference history.

Viet Nam Debate

Play

Revolutionary Folk Group To Combine
Christian Teachings With Music Show
A revolutionary new folk group,
the New Folk, will perform on
the UNM campus at 8 p.m. Wednesday in the Student Union ballroom.
The New Folk consists of eight
college students. They plan their
program to combine musical entertainment with a clear presentation of the claims of Jesus
Christ.
"OUR PURPOSE is to challenge f!'lll()w students to experience Christ and the abundant life
which He offers," the group said.
They will sing popular songs,
folk music, and Negro spirituals
including "Up, Up and Away"
and "Groovy," and folk music like
"If I Had My Way," and the
Negro spiritual, "Bethlehem.''
THE GROUP is sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ In-

student or students compiling the
best academic record in their first
semester of graduate study.
Miss Guntermann is also the
recipient of a University Fellowship.
Mr. Swope has been named
graduate assistant in the division for 1968-69.

KUNM will begin broadcasting
at noon, seven days a week, starting today. Previously KUNM had
gone on the air at 2 p.m. each
day.
'

.

DICKENS
GOT YOU DOWN? .

Phil Harper
6:00-10:00 am

Your'ink

G~:~ey

There are still openings in six
of the 11 courses being offered by
the Free University. The course
names are followed by the approximate number of openings:
American Capitalism, four;
Modern Attempts at Satire, four;
J. L. Austin (contemporary philosopher), six; Paul Goodman
{social critic), six; Albert Camus, one or two; Post-Watts Education, five or six,
Interested students can check
the Union schedule next to the
Union cloakroom to find out where
the classes are ll).eeting and when.
For more information, students
can call Jonathan Amastae, 2478659.
.

$1.f9

$~ •f9

Y.1 Pound T Bone
Pound Rib Eye
Center Cut Pork Chops
~

are a Drive lnr> Resta~rant- With a Drive Up Window
But we would prefere you come inside to enjoy our fine food

.R..~,;z:,e..g
._,19-9

HELP WANTED
NATIONALLY know men's apparel and

furnishings corporation looking for fra..

ternlty and independent men to reprosent and promote quality men's wear at

reasonable .Prices. Write:
College Classics, Inc.
1686 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 48201
PART TIME. Company Distributor wants
students who desire earning an extra
$26 to ~30 per week ns representative.
Work 2-3 hrs. during day or eve. No
experience needed. For appt. call 8428657, S/16

HELP WANTED: IM"I job for male or
female college student. 16 hrs. per week.
Simple typing & bookkeeping, Name
your own houl'!l. Beginning Sept. 1968
In fall semester. Pay $1.26 per hour.
Must qualify for work-study. Secretary
Student Faculty Aosoelation. Appllca·
tions in Activities Center. For additional information call 266-6327, evenlup.
Deadline April 5.
PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
will be conducting Stewardess Interviews at UNM on 3/2.5/68. For further
information and interview appointments,
please contact your Placement Office. An
Equal Opportunity Employer,
GRADUATING SENIOR WOMEN I
WANT IN WITH A GOING CONCERNT
If you llke people, like to travel, and have
a Irnowledge of a foreign language, conAmerican World Airwaya. Stewardess
sider becoming a stewardess with Pan
intervieW!! will be held on campus on
March 25, For further information,
please cmitaet :vour Placement Office.
An

Equal

Op,I)OTtltnitv

JJomething new everyday. U you want
more. we ean offer you tuition assistance toward your mutera degree. You

will have 11 paid holidays, a generous

vacation. and salary ranging from
$600.00 to $784.00 per month plus dlr·
ferentiaL ($76.00 for P.M.'s and $60.00

for NIGHTS.)
All of this and more, In a city that has
everything but :vou.
For information, write:
Employment Supervisor
COOK COUNTY SCHOOL
OF NURSING
1~00 West Polk Street
Chicago, Dllnols
60612
(TA 9·8400)

Don't stumble through the
literary classics. Cliff's Notes
will help you make better
grades! These study aids give
you a clear, concise summary
and explanation, chapter by
chapter. Cliff's Notes are
now being used by high
school and college students
throughout the United
States. There are over 150
different Cliff's Notes covering the literary classics.
$1 AT YOUR BOOKSEWI

PLUS

i
t
I

1 Pound T-Bone

WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Une ad., 66¢-4 times, ,2,00. Insertlona
must be eubmitted by noon on da:v before
publication to Room 169, Student Publications Building, or telephone 217-4002 or
277-4102.

NURSES
This Is no time to stop learning I
Come to Cook County and :vou will see

I

New Management- N- Houra- New Clientele- BE ONE

ternational, an interdominational
Christian student movement,
After a concert at the University of Illinois, one student said,
"All the top professional folk
groups have exploded my mind
with questions, but the New Folk,
with their exciting new beat, have
satisfied me with some answers."
Tickets are $1.00 at the door
or Union ticket booth.

Pan Am U.
EmplorJ.,.,

Man

6Classes Still Open
In Free University

J\.o.:;~t-6 ~.-tv~ tJ.,., J\.~61-~".-~.,;.

~~~ cot-.,ell s.e.

Pop, Folk And Spiritual Songs

KUNM

4 Students Get: Awards
For Latin American Study

"The Viet Nam war: right or
wrong" will be debated by Dr.
Rod Driver of the UNM math department and William Greenhalgh, a retired navy captain, at
the Newman Center, 1815 Las
Lomas NE, on Monday, March 18,
at 8 p.m. The public is invited.

co.-.,et- of. co~l

to obtain, among other things, the
best of all wisdoms to consider
and know ourselves as we really
are .. .''
In this new play Chocron uses
laughter and jest to present the
eternal conflicts of all times and
all places.
DIRECTING the production is
UNM drama department chairman Edwin Snapp. The cast of
"Asia and the Far East" includes
John Olson, Phillip Nicholson,
Justin Kahn, Susan Stoner, Fred
Braitsch, Gerry Puhara, Frank
Mangano, Suzanne Breault, Jam..
ie Berger and Tuck Kopp.
Performances for the play will
be March 22 through 24 and again
March 29 through 31. Tickets for
the production will be on sale in
the Rodey Theater box ofike starting March 15 from 3 :30 to 6:30
p.m. and will remain on sale
throughout the production,

Memorial Prizes

Two Albuquerque residents and
two out-of-state students are the
recipients of awards given by the
Division of Inter-American Affairs at UNM.
Jance L. Kerr, and Mary Ann
Frye, received the $25 Dr. Reginald Fisher award, given annually
in memory of Dr. Fisher to a
graduating senior who is a candidate for a B.A. in Latin American
studies.
Charlotte Gail Guntermann,
and Robert E. Swope, Jr. were
granted the Miguel J orrin book
prize for 1967-68.
This award, named in honor of
the later director of the division
of Inter-American affairs given
this year for the first time consists of books recently published
in the 1ield.
It is awarded to the graduate

18, 1968
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8:50
ALAN BATES

~·

P~ERRE BRASSEUR

/

JEAN-CLAUDE BRIALY
GENEVIEVE BUJOLD
ADOLFO CELl
FRANCOISE CHRISTOPHE
JULIEN GUIOM.A.R
MICHELINE PRESLE
Mlz:EL SERRAULT ,,

PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry AntholosrF.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publlahers, 543 Frederick, San Franclsc:o
'
California. 94117.
WANTED: 5 student membero 1or Stadent Faculty Al!soclation. Pick up &P·
pllcations In the Activities Center.
Deadline for applications: Friday, April
5. For information call 256·6327 evenIngs.
BENEFIT used book aale at the Museum
of Albuquerque April 27. Donate your
used booka by calling 265-1901.
FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM furnished house, 2709 Coal
SE. $90. utilities paid. Call 256..()658.
FOR SALE
KNEE·HOLE DESK: 43" wide 17" deep
30'1 high ; 7 dwr!!; phony w&inut finish:
$80. See at LOBO office, 158 Student
Publlcatlona Bldg, after 6 p.m. Do not
call.
HOUSE FOR SALE: one block elemen•
tar:v, 6 minutes UNM, near shopping,
Redecorated 8 bedrooms, den, fireplace,
patio. Assume 5%,% loan or trade for
12' wide mobile home. 1816 Br:vn Mawr,
265·4144. 8/18

LOST
$10. REWARD for return of Gx7 pictures
lost with Chom, 101 book. Two of blond

boy, 1 of jumping horse, No qul!ltiona,
Call 277·2865,

SERVICES
TYPING I For a 'super' PaPer-edited u
to grammar, spelling, punctuation-let a
fonner NYC Executive Secre!IU'y help
you. Experienced typing J)rofesslonal
pnpcrs Pr<'8ented national conferene.!.
Phone: 242-0649. 8/18.
IRONING, bachelor bundles : mendln~r:
dr<'8smnklng and alternations. Reasonable. .2304 Blake SW. Phone 6282.

NEW MEXICO LOBO
Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

l
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Debuts 1-lere

the fatherland, the profits to be
diV'ided among the characterfj,
With this new wealth they think
they will be able to start a new
and "upright" life. But, at the
end of the play, the characters
who have sold their country watch
the ship and new crowds of people
coming and become lost and unsure of themselves.
C H 0 C R 0 N carefully establishes his character's behaviors,
even though the characters change
their peraonaldties with each
scene. He reveals the "intrinsic
condition of man today" through
his characters, "It is not by
chance that his characters are
lonely, contradictory and violent,
or that they are engulfed by loneliness when the sensitive (but
not firmly built) ego encounters
life.''
His characters reveal real and
incessant loneliness-"an attempt

Ma~:eh

ArtThutre
s.E.
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Mayfield Cancels
Freedom Debate
With Dr. Hamilton
Democratic gubernatorial candioate Bobby Mayfield {D-Dona
Ana) has cancelled his debate
with UNM economics professor
Dr. David Hamilton.
The debate, scheduled for this
afternoon in the Union theater,
was to be on academic freedom.
MAYFIELD was an outspoken
critic of UNM's inviting militant
black power leader Stokely Carmichael to speak here. He offered
to reimburse the Associated Students for Carmichael's $1500 fee
if they would cancel his appearance.
Soon after Mayfield's offer,
Carmichael cancelled his appearance at UNM and at several other
colleges across the United States.
TODAY'S debate was sponsored
by the Forum, a UNM organization set up to examine and discuss
issues of concern to university
students.
Mayfield told UNM student Leroy (Perky) Perkins, Forum
chairman, that he "didn't feel a
debate would be appropriate at
this time" and that "my position
on academic freedom is clear
enough.''

Pub Board Meeting
Canceled Last Night
Last night's scheduled meeting
of the Student Publications Board
was canceled after a 45-minute
wait did not produce a quorum.
The board was to interview
three a)>plications for editor of
next year's Mirage, and had been
asked to consider a Senate Finance Committee recommendation
that the yearbook be placed on a
partial subscription plan next
year.
The committee had also asked
the board to consider limiting
publication of The Thunderbird
to two issues next year.

Wednesday, March 20,1968
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Draft Policies Key
To Grad Enrollment
WASIDNGTON (CPS) -The
number of men entering graduate school as full-time students
next fall could be 70 per cent lower than it was last fall, if tlte
government doesn't change its
current draft ;policy, according
to a recent report.
The report, based on a survey
conducted by the Council of Graduate Schools and the Scientific
Manpower Commission (a private
research organization), also indicated that the total enrollment
JAMIE BERGER, Phil Nicholson, and Justine Kahn (I to r) take of 1irst-year students in graduate
part in a non-dress rehearsal of tlte cocktail scene in the play "Asia school next fall will be 50 per
and the Far East" by Venezuelan playwright Isaac Chocrcm. The play cent lower than it was last fall.
is sponsored by the Rodey Theatre and will make its North American
IT WENT on to say that durdebut here. Performances will be given March 22-24 and March 29-31. ing the next academic year, there
(Photo by Pawley)
will be more women than men in
first-year graduate classes for the
first time since World War II.
A total of 122 graduate schools,
representing about 40 per cent of
the total graduate enrollment in
the country, were included in the
survey on which the report is
based. The graduate school officials were asked to give detailed estimates of what their enrollments
would be if no draft-eligible men
A proposal to place students on Committee, which will consider are enrolled next year.
Although the Defense Depart14 standing faculty and adminis- the measure within the next few
ment has said that not all graduweeks.
trative committees, that was apate students and college seniors
The Student Affairs Commit- eligible for the draft will be takproved March 5 by the Committee
on the University, hit a snag tee also moved to grant charters en, Mts. Betty Vetter, executive
to three campus organizations.
of the Scientific Manwhen the Student Affairs Com- The three are: Crusade for director
power Commission, says that "almittee tabled it yesterday for Christ, which does not identify most all" of them will be.
:Mrs. Vetter asserts that the
further consideration.
with any one religion, but holds
Defense
project\ons
Student Affairs Committee, Biblical truths;, UNM Womens are basedDepartment
on
the
assumption
that
composed of student, faculty and Pharmacy Organization, and Xa- men under 20 will continne to
administrative
representatives, tapaxt Travel Club, which hopes volunteer £or the serviees to the
moved to review the functions of to obtain reduced travel rates for same extent they have in the
past. She believes, though, that
the proposed committees and act students.

Committee Tables Motion

Student Representation
l-lit:s Snag in Committee

on the recommendation next week.
An ad hoc committee was organized by ASUNM President John
Thorson to formulate the proposal. The group began work on
the plan last semester and feels
that most people concerned have
a favorable attitude toward it.
Perky Perkins explained the
proposal to the Student Affairs
Committee. Perkins said, "This is
not
a move for student power. It
Home Economics
is a hope to obliterate the distincThe American Home Economics tions between faculty and stuAssociation will meet tonight dents which cramp the sharing of
at 7 in the Elizabeth Simp- knowledge."
son !'oom of the Home Economics
The proposal must also be apbuilding in the College of Educaproved
by the Faculty Policy
tion.

Print 2 T-Birds, Committee Says
The Thunderbird should be issued only twice, not three times a
year, Senate Finance Committee
members agreed informally yesterday.
T he committee, anticipating
last night's meeting of the Student Publications Board, indicated that the literary magazine's
requested $4075 allocation could
be cut by as much as one-third.
"We would like to see two really good issues each year," Committee Chairman Coleman Travelstead said. "The feedback we've
been getting is that enough students are not sufficiently interest-

ed in The Thunderbird to pick up
three copies a year," he said.
Travelstead said that he found
1200 unclaimed copies of the second issue, a 78 record, in the Union offices two or three weeks af.
ter distribution began in February.
Thunderbird Editor Mary Alinder, who was not notified of the
meeting and did not attend, said
last night that "We had 400
copies of the original 3000 left
after initial distribution. These
were placed in the Union lobby
and have been picked up," she
said.

Hershey Defends Draft During Talk
By BILL SULLIVAN
Gen. Louis Hershey, director of
the United States Selective Service System told listeners on
four college campuses that "nothing is ever fair" when asked about
the fairness of the draft.
Hershey, speaking on a telephone hook-up, addressed students at UNM, Arizona State,
BYU and the University of Wyoming. He explained that draft
deferments are now based on local community needs rather than
on national specifications.
"I'M NOT worried about the
the draft card burner/' Hershey
said. "His engine is okay but his
steering gear is a little off," the
general asserted. He told listen·
ers he believes those who oppose
the draft will make good soldiers
when they are inducted.
A UNM graduate student tried
to get a specific answer from
Hershey concerning the stude~ts'
deferment. The director told him,
~<go ahead and get your ere d I'ts. "
Hershey said he did not know
how far the United State11 would

.,

have to go to win in Viet Nam.
He explained that his job is to
get the necessary draftees, whatever the number required.
WHEN QUERIED on 'proposed
future troop requirements he said
newspapers were h!s s?urce o_f information and tola his audience
they have access to the same publica tions.
.
Hershey, sounding a little like
a grandfather talking to a group
of children, do~~e? questions like
a veter~m politician. A .student
a~ked htm abo~~ a sele~ttv;~ servtce paper on ~hannehng that
has ceased to ctrcula;tte. He refen·ed to Congress m a vague
wa~~ny of the general's answers
ere prefaced by remarks about
Ute last time he was in the state
where the questioner resided. He
said he has covered many miles
on horseback in the Texas-New
M •
~E;>F~~y SMEDBERG made
this declaration-question for Hershey, "I represent the New Mexico Resistance. Across the country there are 3 to 6,000 of us who

oppose the draft and refuse to go
into the army as long as the Viet
N am war go~s o';'l· Also, 20,000
young people Immigrated to Canada last year. If all draft resistors are jailed, that will drive
more intelligent young .people to
Canada. What do you thmk ~hould
be done about us? What Wlll the
Selective Service system do 1"
Hershey interrupted the speaker twice asking him to stop the
p_ropaganda and get to the questton.
"I'VE GOT a great deal of sympathy for individuals who break
the law because I think they are
confused. When you grow up you
m~y feel differently," Hershey rephed.
.
In a discussion .on t~e value of
educational quahfications, · Hershey said, "I don't k';low of any
better way to use skills than to
serve the nation."
Hershey said about one-third
of those ,i';~ducted are s?nt to Viet
Nam. Mihtary promotions. go to
those who "can do," the direc~or
said. He pointed out that a high

school graduate might be pro-.
moted . over a college gradua~d
but smd the college man shou
do better.
''WE'VE NEVER been able to
maintain a force of 2 or 3 million
with volunteers," Hershey said in
answer to a query about establishing a professional army. He
expressed concern that a professional-m i 1 i t a r y establishment could lead to "coups.''
The general declared, ''I h9;ve
been for universal military traming since 1908 but I do,n't think
we'll ever sell it." He said the 26·
year-olds can be, but probably
won't be drafted.
When a .. student p~inted ~mt
that the Umted States Is ?raftmg
~9-year-olds but Sou~h ':~et Nam
IS not, _Hershey sa!d, yo; l~t
your ,alhes run their own USI·
ness. ,
.
. . .
th
In discussmg opposition to e
draft, f!ershey . stated, ~bat. o~
s~Ciety I~ over-emphasizmg .~d.1VIdual r1gh_ts a':ld not ~vmg
enoug~ consideration to the nghts
of soCiety as a whole.

when 18 and 19-year-olds leaJ:!1'
that there's little chance they'D
be drafted, fewer will volunt,er
than in the past.
ACCORDING TO the report,
the greatest damage done by the
draft will be to next year's entering graduate classes. Second-year
classes, however, will also suffer.
The report said next year's
second-year classes will have 31
per cent fewer men than they
would normally have. Overall, the
report indicated, second-year
graduate enrollment will be 77
per cent lower than normal.
Although most of the figures in
the report represented averages
for schools around the country,
the authors of the report made
clear that some schools, and certain academic fields, would suffer
more than others.
They pointed out that schools
with a predominately male enrollment may have first-year classes
one-quarter as large as they normally would. As for academic
fields, their survey indicated that
the social sciences and the humanities would be harder hit than
the natural sciences. Medical,
dental, and divinity schools are
not expected to be hurt by the
draft at all.

M\roge k\\ocn,\on
Sliced by SenoteF_
Student Senate Finance Committee yesterday voted to recommend a $15,000 allocation :for The
Mirage next year. The yearbook
will be financed on a partial subsidy, partial subscription basis
for a one-year trial.
Subscriptions wi11 be sold next
fall, and each student contracting
for a yearbook will receive onebut only if enough subscriptions
are sold.
The student-government subsidy from activity fees, if approved in this spring's elections, will
be used if necessary to make up
any difference between the cost
of printing tlte books and the
money obtained from subscriptions.
SENATE FINANCE Committee members recommended that
The Mirage be put on full subscription financing during the
1969-70 school year.
In succeeding years a Mirage
will be published only if sufficient
funds are obtained from fall subscription sales.
"I'm not going to recommend
to Senate and I will not sign any
proposed budget that includes a
full subsidy for The Mirage," Associated Students President John
Thorson told the committee.
''WE HAVE 18 months to create enthusims for a yearbook that
will pay its own way," Thorson
said. Finance Committee members
agreed that an extensive publicity
campaign will be needed to inform students of the subscription
plan to gauge their opinion to it~Chairman Travelstead said that
eliminating the requested $42,000
subsidy for the yearbook from
next year's Associated Students
budget could probably be refiected
in a decrease in students' activity
fees.
Committee members pointed out
that 9500 students paid activity
fees last year, but that only 6000
copies of the yearbook were printed. Although virtually all of last
year's copies were claimed, in past
years the number of students paying activity fees bas often greatly
exceeded the number picking up
Mirages that they had already
paid for.
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